CONCRETE, MASONRY WALL SCRAPER

Remove excess mortar from block or brick
Removes fins and burs from concrete wall form joints
Powder coated painted handle
In hallway areas scaffolding can be completely removed allowing more access by all trades
Less chance for injury while laborers work on scaffold
The time saved climbing up and down scaffolding will pay for itself on the first day
Also available 6’ extension handle that extends wallscraper to 11’

Mason's Choice!

WALL SCRAPER PAYS… CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME “DOES NOT PAY”
- Swivel head adjusts for easy use in difficult areas.

Constructed from lightweight durable aluminum, it features a swivel head for easy use in difficult areas and corners. It has a durable 6-foot powder coated handle. The scraper uses a standard 7” rubbing disc as an abrasive pad. The disc holder is engineered for quick and easy disc changes.

1-800-659-4731